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A B S T R A C T

In this paper, we investigate the risks and side eects o workplace riendships or coworkers.
Combining the dialectical perspective on workplace riendships with a sel-regulatory perspec-
tive, we argue that workplace riendships can lead to incivility directed toward coworkers
because employees experience inter-role confict between their role as “employee” and their role
as “riend”, and subsequent resource depletion. We urther suggest that employees with higher
workplace riendship sel-ecacy are better able to manage these risks and side eects. We tested
our hypotheses in two studies with time-lagged data (Study 1: 451 employees, Study 2: 499
employees) using structural equation modeling. Study 1 showed that workplace riendships are
positively related to incivility via inter-role confict and subsequent resource depletion. Work-
place riendship sel-ecacy buered the indirect relation between workplace riendships and
incivility. Study 2 partly replicated and extended the ndings rom Study 1. We ound support or
the serial mediation eect o workplace riendship on incivility via inter-role confict and resource
depletion and we were able to extend Study 1 by disentangling the targets o incivility. In
particular, employees instigated incivility toward other coworkers rather than their workplace
riends. However, the moderating eect o workplace riendship sel-ecacy did not replicate.
Our ndings contribute to the literatures on workplace riendships and role conficts.

Workplace riendships reer to voluntary and inormal social relationships at work that are driven by communal norms and soci-
oemotional goals (Pillemer & Rothbard, 2018). As an important aspect o organizational lie, workplace riendships can provide
employees with a sense o belonging at work (Dutton & Heaphy, 2003; Methot et al., 2017). Accordingly, the majority o studies
documented the benets o workplace riendships, such as increased employee well-being (Hsu et al., 2019; Morrison, 2004; Nielsen
et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2021), boosts in cooperation, creativity, and workplace innovation (Jehn & Shah, 1997; Lu et al., 2017), and
more eective organizational unctioning (Berman et al., 2002). For a while, scholars have thereore viewed workplace riendship
through “rose‑tinted glasses” assuming workplace riendship to be an almost exclusively positive phenomenon.

Recently however, scholars have started to question this exclusively positive perspective o workplace riendships (Hommelho,
2019; Ingram & Zou, 2008; Methot et al., 2016; Pillemer & Rothbard, 2018). Workplaces are grounded in norms and expectations o
instrumentality and impartiality, whereas riendships are based on norms o aection and avoritism (Bridge & Baxter, 1992; Hom-
melho, 2019; Ingram & Zou, 2008). These conficting norms and expectations can become an excessive demand or employees
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involved in workplace riendships (Dietz & Fasbender, 2022). Employees may eel overwhelmed because they cannot reconcile the
norms and expectations o their role as “employee” and their role as “riend” and react with deviant work behavior toward coworkers,
such as incivility (i.e., insensitive, rude, and discourteous behavior toward others; Andersson & Pearson, 1999). Incivility occurs more
requently than high-intensity deviant work behaviors (e.g., aggression or violence; Schilpzand et al., 2016) and can have serious
detrimental consequences or organizations, such as lower levels o innovative and creative perormance (Sharirad, 2016; Zhan et al.,
2019), or higher levels o absenteeism and employee turnover (Cortina et al., 2013; Porath & Pearson, 2012). It is thereore worth
investigating the potential link between workplace riendships and incivility due to role tensions and consider ways o managing this
unwanted side eect.

While research on the risks and side eects o workplace riendships has gained traction (Hommelho, 2019; Methot et al., 2016;
Pillemer & Rothbard, 2018), our understanding o the outcomes, associated mechanisms, and boundary conditions is incomplete.
Researchers have conceptualized negative eects or individuals (e.g., distraction rom individual goals), groups (i.e., ineective
decision-making), and organizations (inhibited inormation sharing; Pillemer & Rothbard, 2018), but negative eects have only been
empiricially demonstrated or individual task perormance (Methot et al., 2016). We have yet to understand the potential negative
spill-over eects or coworkers. Understanding how coworkers are aected is important as it broadens our understanding o the
implications o workplace riendships as a relational phenomenon. Focusing on deviant work behavior directed toward coworkers
seems particularly relevant as research outside o the workplace suggests that riendships can stimulate risky, norm-deviant, and
antisocial behavior (Bagwell, 2004; Ciairano et al., 2007). Shedding light on potential harm or coworkers is relevant to allow or more
comprehensive theorizing and overcome possible risks and side eects.

Further, the underlying mechanisms o the link between workplace riendships and deviant work behavior directed at coworkers
have yet to be deciphered. More specically, researchers conceptualized role tensions between the norms and expectations o the
employee role and the riend role (Bridge & Baxter, 1992; Pillemer & Rothbard, 2018) and explored broken riendship rules and
conficting resources in a critical incident study (Hommelho, 2019). In addition, they demonstrated that depleted resources in terms
o exhaustion can explain the negative eects oworkplace riendships on individual task perormance (Methot et al., 2016). However,
these role and resource-based perspectives have yet to be integrated to understand the precise nature o the underlying processes that
link workplace riendships to negative interpersonal outcomes such as deviant work behavior.

It is also important to shed light on the boundary conditions that can buer the risks and side eects o workplace riendships.
Specically, understanding how individual characteristics shape the resource depleting pathway allows or a more nuanced theorizing
and interventions regarding the negative eects o workplace riendships (Methot et al., 2016). In addition, theorizing and testing
individual characteristics as moderators also complement conceptual research that only highlighted riendship characteristics (e.g.,
closeness, status inequality) as potential boundary conditions (Bridge & Baxter, 1992; Pillemer & Rothbard, 2018).

In this research, we thereore examine the mechanisms through which workplace riendships can spark incivility directed toward
coworkers, and we uncover the moderating role o workplace riendship sel-ecacy. Combining the dialectical perspective on
workplace riendships (Bridge & Baxter, 1992) with a sel-regulatory perspective (Beal et al., 2005), we argue that workplace
riendships can lead to incivility directed toward coworkers because employees experience inter-role conict (i.e., overall tension or
confict between the “employee” role and the “riend” role also called dual-role tensions; Bridge & Baxter, 1992) and subsequent
resource depletion (i.e., a mental state associated with the eeling that one's resources and energy levels are running low; Lanaj et al.,
2014). Accordingly, workplace riendships can deplete employees' resources because they are struggling to reconcile the conficting
demands associated with the enactment o employee and riend roles at work. As a result o the experience o resource scarcity,
employees may ail to regulate their behavior in line with workplace norms (Christian & Ellis, 2011; Rosen et al., 2016) and thus
engage more in insensitive, rude, and discourteous behavior toward others. However, we urther argue that employees with higher
workplace riendship sel-efcacy (Bagci et al., 2019; Fitzpatrick & Bussey, 2014), which represents a context-specic orm o general
sel-ecacy (i.e., condence in one's ability; Bandura, 1977), are better able to manage the simultaneous demands o employee and
riend roles. Employees who are more condent in their ability to manage their workplace riendships are better able to navigate the
tensions between the conficting demands o their roles as employee and riend, such that the detrimental downstream consequences o
workplace riendships on incivility should be buered.

With this research, we aim to contribute to the literatures on workplace riendships, role conficts, and workplace incivility. First,
we contribute to the nascent but growing research stream on the risks and side eects o workplace riendships (Hommelho, 2019;
Methot et al., 2016; Pillemer & Rothbard, 2018) by speciying that not only the ocal employee but also coworkers can be aected
negatively. Specically, we examine incivility directed toward coworkers who may or may not be part o the ocal workplace
riendship as an outcome. In doing so, we broaden extant theorizing about who can be negatively aected by workplace riendships,
which has conceptualized downsides or ocal employees, groups, and organizations (Pillemer & Rothbard, 2018). With our research,
we add coworkers—whomay or may not be part o the ocal workplace riendship—to the list o targets that might experience negative
consequences.

Second, we shed light on the processes through which workplace riendships are linked to detrimental interpersonal outcomes such
as incivility. Focusing on the consequences o the confict between the ormal employee role and the inormal riend role contributes to
research on role confict in the work context more broadly. This research has either ocused on conficts between dierent aspects o
the employee role (e.g., multi-team membership; Berger & Bruch, 2021) or examined conficts between work and amily roles (e.g.,
work-amily confict; Kossek& Lee, 2017). We draw on the dialectical perspective oworkplace riendships to add the confict between
employee and riend roles at work to this research stream. We urther integrate a role-based perspective (i.e., dialectical perspective on
workplace riendships; Bridge & Baxter, 1992) with a sel-regulatory perspective (Beal et al., 2005), to allow or more precise spec-
ication o the sequential process that links workplace riendships to detrimental interpersonal outcomes.
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Third, with our investigation o workplace riendships as an unanticipated precursor o incivility, we also contribute to our un-
derstanding o the antecedents o incivility. Specically, we add a relational perspective to the literature, which has so ar concentrated
on attitudes and characteristics o the instigator (e.g., job satisaction, Blau & Andersson, 2005; trait anger, Meier & Semmer, 2013;
machiavellianism, Lata & Chaudhary, 2020) or situational antecedents o incivility (e.g., job demands, van Jaarsveld et al., 2010).
Given that the workplace is a hub or social interactions between coworkers, a better understanding o relational aspects leading to
incivility matters. Despite the positive outcomes o workplace riendships, it is important to understand how it may harm others
through incivility directed toward coworkers, and detect ways to minimize the downstream consequences on incivility (Schilpzand
et al., 2016). In this regard, we introduce workplace riendship sel-ecacy as a potential moderator o the unwanted eects o
workplace riendships, which adds an agentic perspective to research on boundary conditions o workplace riendships' eects on
incivility toward involved or non-involved coworkers.

1. Theoretical background

The dialectical perspective on workplace riendships (Bridge & Baxter, 1992) provides a useul theoretical lens to understand the
risks and side eects o workplace riendships as it highlights the specic tensions between the “employee” and “riend” roles at work.
Bridge and Baxter (1992) apply dialectical perspectives on romantic and non-work riendship relationships (Baxter, 1988; Rawlins,
1989) to the work context, to speciy why blending the inormal riendship role with the ormal employee role leads to inter-role
confict (Kahn et al., 1964; Katz and Kahn, 1978). Accordingly, role demands grounded in norms and expectations associated with
the employee and the riend roles might be incompatible and even contradictory, thereby creating dialectical tensions (i.e., a
contradiction o unctional opposites that negate each other; Bridge & Baxter, 1992).

More specically, an employee might experience inter-role confict because their role as employee requires them to act impartial
and treat everyone at work equally, whereas their role as riend requires them to display preerential treatment toward their workplace
riends (i.e., impartiality-avoritism dialectic; Bridge & Baxter, 1992). In addition, workplace riendships might lead to inter-role
confict because riendship norms o total acceptance might collide with work-related expectations o using judgment and criticism
to improve work outcomes (i.e., judgment-acceptance dialectic; Bridge & Baxter, 1992). Further, workplace riendships might be
associated with inter-role confict because expectations o maintaining personal connections with workplace riends might challenge
an employee's autonomy (i.e., autonomy-connection dialectic; Bridge& Baxter, 1992). Moreover, expectations o being totally equal as
riends might collide with inequality built into dierent employee roles regarding seniority, responsibility, and remuneration (i.e.,
equality-inequality dialectic; Bridge & Baxter, 1992). Finally, expectations o total openness and condentiality with riends might
contradict expectations o workplace inormation management where relevant inormation needs to be shared and some inormation
needs to be kept condential (i.e., openness-closedness dialectic; Bridge & Baxter, 1992).

In turn, inter-role confict can lead to resource depletion (Kahn et al., 1964; Ritter et al., 2016; Rizzo et al., 1970) because em-
ployees attempt to regulate their behavior to adapt to highly demanding work situations. The initial loss o resources and the sub-
sequent attempt to cope with the demands by investing more resources deplete employees' reservoir o sel-regulatory resources and
thus inhibit urther sel-regulatory processes (Beal et al., 2005). When employees experience resource depletion, they lack the
necessary sel-regulatory resources to control impulses and inhibit socially undesirable behaviors (Eissa & Wyland, 2018; Liu et al.,
2015; Wheeler et al., 2013). This sel-regulation impairment resulting rom resource depletion can give rise to behavior that is
inconsistent with personal goals and workplace norms (Christian & Ellis, 2011; Rosen et al., 2016), such as abuse (Wheeler et al.,
2013), aggression (Liu et al., 2015), and social undermining (Eissa & Wyland, 2018).

From a dialectical perspective on workplace riendships, we urther argue that the risks and side eects o workplace riendships
are shaped by individual characteristics. One individual characteristic, which is promising in buering the potential risks and side
eects, is workplace riendship sel-ecacy. Workplace riendship sel-ecacy refects one's condence in managing personal re-
lationships at work (Bagci et al., 2019; Fitzpatrick & Bussey, 2014). Sel-ecacious employees hold relevant mastery experiences that
can help them to meet the demands and expectations o their multiple work roles (Bandura, 1977). As a result, sel-ecacious

Fig. 1. Conceptual model o managing the risks and side eects o workplace riendships.
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employees should be less prone to the risks and side eects o workplace riendships. We thereore consider workplace riendship sel-
ecacy as a relevant boundary condition. Fig. 1 shows our conceptual model.

2. Hypotheses development

2.1. Workplace riendships and the indirect relation with incivility via inter-role conict and resource depletion

We argue that workplace riendships can lead to incivility via inter-role confict and subsequent resource depletion, due to the
dierent and potentially conficting demands placed on individuals in their roles as “employee” and “riend” at work. First, workplace
riendships can lead to inter-role confict because the dierent role expectations attached to “employee” and “riend” are sometimes
mutually exclusive (Bridge & Baxter, 1992). For example, employees reported that workplace riendships resulted in “a sense o
divided loyalty between the needs o a riend vs. the needs o the organization” (Bridge & Baxter, 1992, pp. 216–217). More speci-
ically, individuals experience inter-role confict because they need to make decisions about which role to prioritize (Fasbender &
Drury, 2022; Kahn et al., 1964; Methot et al., 2016). To illustrate, i employees decide to invest their limited resources into the time-
sensitive completion o a work report, they might not be able to respond appropriately to the immediate socioemotional needs o a
workplace riend. In line with our argument, an exploratory study ound that workplace riendships can lead to inter-role confict
between riendship- and task-related aspects o the work role (Hommelho, 2019). We thus expect that workplace riendships are
positively associated with inter-role confict.

Second, inter-role confict can lead to resource depletion because employees tend to invest their resources into navigating the
tensions between their ormal role as “employee” and their inormal role as “riend” (Methot et al., 2016). In doing so, employees need
to regulate the allocation o attention and resources across incompatible role demands, which consumes regulatory resources (Beal
et al., 2005) and leads to resources being lost in the attempt to juggle both roles (Bamberger et al., 2017; Grandey & Cropanzano,
1999). This investment o sel-regulatory resources to reconcile competing role demands leads to eelings o depletion, represented by
having diculties to concentrate, or eeling drained and unocused at work. Taken together, and supported by research that ound that
role stressors are linked to several orms o employee strain (e.g., exhaustion, atigue; Barling & Frone, 2017; Barling & Macintyre,
1993; Rivkin et al., 2015), we expect that inter-role confict is positively associated with resource depletion.

Third, resource depletion can lead employees to instigate incivility because complying with workplace norms requires the in-
vestment o sel-regulatory resources, which are not available to employees when their resources are depleted. Deviant behavior “can
be thought o as sel-regulatory ailures” (Rosen et al., 2016, p. 1621) because when employees experience resource depletion, they
lack the resources necessary to suppress deviant behaviors and act in a way that is consistent with workplace norms (Christian & Ellis,
2011; Rosen et al., 2016). When employees' resources are depleted, they may struggle to suppress rude and discourteous behavior at
work. For example, they may be less able to take the perspective o their coworkers or do not think too much about the consequences o
their behavior, which can result in instigating incivility at work. In line with our argument, previous research has shown that resource
depletion is linked to deviant behavior, such as impulsive, unethical, or aggressive behavior toward others (Christian & Ellis, 2011;
DeWall et al., 2007; Jahanzeb & Fatima, 2018; Lin et al., 2016) as well as incivility (Rosen et al., 2016).

Importantly, research suggests that incivility can be directed at dierent targets (Zappalà et al., 2022). Thus, it seems worthwhile to
disentangle whether depleted employees instigate incivility toward their workplace riends or toward other coworkers who are not
workplace riends. From an attribution perspective, it seems likely that resource-depleted employees enact incivility toward their
workplace riends because they identiy interactions with their riends at work as the source o the problem that is to blame or their
loss o resources. Employees might thus retaliate by instigating incivility toward workplace riends. In addition, riendship norms,
which emphasize acceptance, avoritism, and aection (Bridge& Baxter, 1992), would suggest that workplace riends occupy a special
position in the ocal employees' social hierarchy and employees might thus instigate incivility toward other coworkers. Research
showed that employees can redirect deviant behaviors toward innocent targets to restore perceptions o control i the source o the
problem is (or whatever reason) dicult or impossible to reach (Martinko et al., 2013). Taken together, we expect that workplace
riendships have indirect relations with incivility in general, incivility toward workplace riends, and incivility toward other coworkers
via inter-role confict and resource depletion.
Hypothesis 1. Workplace riendships have positive indirect relations with (a) incivility, (b) incivility toward workplace riends, and
(c) incivility toward other coworkers via inter-role confict and subsequent resource depletion.

2.2. The buering role o workplace riendship sel-efcacy

We argue that workplace riendship sel-ecacy buers the positive eect o workplace riendships on inter-role confict, thereby
mitigating the downstream consequences on incivility. General sel-ecacy aects a large variety o employee outcomes (Gist &
Mitchell, 1992), and has been shown to help employees persist in the ace o adversity (Lent et al., 1987), deal more eectively with
challenging situations (Hill et al., 1987), and generate more benets rom opportunities (Alessandri et al., 2015). More specically,
research on the moderating role o sel-ecacy at work ound that believing in one's abilities can help employees to eectively respond
to challenges and buer the negative eects o several work-related demands (Brown et al., 2001; Jex & Bliese, 1999). For example,
Brown et al. (2001) showed that employees with higher (vs. lower) sel-ecacy were better able to deal with the demands o inor-
mation seeking and more likely to eectively interpret inormation to clariy role expectations. Accordingly, employees with higher
sel-ecacy are more eective in interpreting ambiguous inormation because they are less distracted and hence waste less cognitive
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resources with rumination about perceived inadequacies (see Bandura, 1997).
More specically, employees who are sel-ecacious regarding their workplace riendships are condent in their ability to manage

their riendships at work (Bagci et al., 2019; Fitzpatrick & Bussey, 2014). We expect that the link between workplace riendships and
inter-role confict is less pronounced when workplace riendship sel-ecacy is higher (vs. lower). This is because individuals develop
belies about their capabilities and adapt to changing demands based on inormation provided by their social context and interactions
with their social environment (Bandura, 1997; Gist & Mitchell, 1992). Employees with higher workplace riendship sel-ecacy
believe that they can eectively manage their workplace riendships based on their experiences and their ability to deal with inter-
personal issues. Workplace riendship sel-ecacy thus enables employees to navigate their role as workplace riend more eectively,
which reduces the perceived confict with their ormal role as employee.

Research has yet to test the moderating role o workplace riendship sel-ecacy or the detrimental eects o workplace
riendships on inter-role confict and its downstream consequences. However, the limited research on the moderating role o riendship
sel-ecacy ound that it can buer the negative eects o social victimization (i.e., socially aggressive behaviors targeted at seemingly
powerless individuals; Fitzpatrick & Bussey, 2014). Accordingly, workplace riendship sel-ecacy strengthens individuals' belie in
being proactive agents who can shape and exercise control over their social environment. Taken together, we expect that workplace
riendship sel-ecacy buers the positive link between workplace riendships and inter-role confict.
Hypothesis 2. Workplace riendship sel-ecacy moderates the positive relation between workplace riendships and inter-role
confict, such that the positive relation is weaker when workplace riendship sel-ecacy is higher (vs. lower).

Integrating our arguments, we expect that workplace riendship sel-ecacy buers the detrimental downstream consequences o
workplace riendships on instigated incivility. Specically, the positive links between workplace riendships and incivility via inter-
role confict and subsequent resource depletion are weaker when workplace riendship sel-ecacy is higher (vs. lower).
Hypothesis 3. The positive indirect relations between workplace riendships and (a) incivility, (b) incivility toward workplace
riends, and (c) incivility toward other coworkers via inter-role confict and subsequent resource depletion are weaker when workplace
sel-ecacy is higher (vs. lower).

We test our hypotheses using two studies. In Study 1, we ocus on incivility as generic construct that does not dierentiate between
coworkers who are involved in the ocal riendship and non-involved others. In Study 2, we speciy the relationship with one particular
coworker and the behavior toward that particular coworker vs. non-involved others to parcel out the target o incivility. Specically,
employees report about their relationship to, experiences with, and behavior toward one ocus person in addition to other non-
involved coworkers. By speciying a ocus person, we are able to disentangle the target o incivility, that is whether employees
instigate incivility toward the ocal person or other coworkers.

3. Study 1

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Sample and procedure
We collected three waves o data in collaboration with a certied data collection organization (i.e., Respondi) in 2019. About 5000

employees working in dierent industries and organizations in the United Kingdom (UK) were contacted via email i they were at least
18 years old and employed or a minimum o 20 h per week. We decided to collect a sample rom employees working in dierent
organizations to increase the generalizability o our ndings and the variance in organizational contexts, which is relevant due to the
contextual moderator in our model. Each participant was asked to ll out three online questionnaires with a time lag o two weeks in
between. We time-separated our measures to oer a stronger causal inerence (Wang et al., 2017) and to reduce common-method bias
(Podsako et al., 2003). Two weeks were chosen as the time lag because previous research suggested the use o short time interval
research designs to identiy the strongest possible relations by limiting the probability o the occurrence o individual or organizational
events that could override the investigated relations (Dormann & Grin, 2015).

At Time 1, 661 participants responded to the survey (i.e., response rate o 13.2 %), o which 516 also participated at Time 2
(dropout rate = 21.9 %), and 451 at Time 3 (dropout rate = 12.6 %). We thereore had 451 participants in our nal sample. Par-
ticipants worked in diverse industries (i.e., 12.4 % public sector, 8.9 % proessional services, 8.4 % consumer goods, 8.4 % health care,
8.4 % education and research, 7.8 %media, technology and telecommunications, 6.2 % industrial goods, 6.0 % nance and insurance,
4.2 % non-prot sector, 2.9 % energy and inrastructure, and 26.4 % other industries). On average, participants worked 38.33 h per
week (SD = 6.63). The average age o participants was 49.54 years (SD = 11.24). O all participants, 40.1 % were women.

To investigate potential attrition eects, we ollowed the stepwise procedure recommended by Goodman and Blum (1996). Spe-
cically, we tested i the nal sample (“stayers”) diered rom the group o “leavers” including participants who dropped out. We
entered all variables at Time 1 in a multiple logistic regression analysis predicting the probability o being included in the nal sample
to assess the presence o non-random sampling. The results o the multiple logistic regression analysis revealed no eects o the control
variables nor the study variables except or age and gender, indicating that older participants were more likely to remain and emale
participants were less likely to remain in the sample. Thereore, we also investigated the mean dierences o the “stayers” and
“leavers” in age and gender with t-tests or independent samples and ound signicant dierences or age (Mstayers = 49.54 (SD =
11.27),Mleavers= 47.03 (SD= 11.79), (t(659)=2.625, p= .009) and gender (Mstayers= 0.40 (SD= 0.49),Mleavers= 0.52 (SD= 0.50),
(t(659) = 2.853, p = .004). Moreover, we estimated dierences in variance between the “stayers” and the whole sample as suggested
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by Goodman and Blum (1996). However, no signicance dierences in variance occurred or age (χ2 (450) = 432.095, p = .719) and
gender (χ2 (450) = 439.069, p = .635). Finally, we conducted a sensitivity analysis to investigate whether the results dier between
“stayers” and the whole sample. Results showed that the estimated relationships remained stable, which indicates that non-random
sampling is not a major concern in the data at hand.

3.1.2. Measures
Unless indicated elsewise, we asked participants to respond on a ve-point Likert scale ranging between 1 (Strongly disagree) and 5

(Strongly agree).

3.1.2.1. Workplace riendships. At Time 1, we measured the prevalence o workplace riendships with the six-item scale rom Nielsen
et al. (2000) that captures the extent to which employees have riendships at work. An example item was “I have ormed strong
riendships at work” (Cronbach's α = 0.90).

3.1.2.2. Workplace riendship sel-efcacy. At Time 1, we measured workplace riendship sel-ecacy with our items derived rom
Judge et al.'s (1998) general sel-ecacy scale. We adapted the scale to the work domain by adding the word “at work” to each item,
and by specically reerring to managing workplace riendships. An example item was “At work, I am able to manage workplace
riendships” (Cronbach's α = 0.88).

3.1.2.3. Inter-role conict. At Time 2, we measured inter-role confict with ve items adapted rom the work-amily confict scale by
Netemeyer et al. (1996). We adapted the items to the workplace riendship context, by changing reerences rom work-amily to
workplace riendship based on the conceptual work by Pillemer and Rothbard (2018; see also research by Ingram & Zou, 2008;
Hommelho, 2019). We asked participants to report whether they experienced confict between their role as employee and workplace
riend in the last two weeks. The items were introduced with “In the last two weeks…”; an example item was “Socializing with my
coworkers interered with my responsibilities at work” (Cronbach's α = 0.94).

3.1.2.4. Resource depletion. At Time 2, we measured depletion with the ve-item scale rom Lanaj et al. (2014). Participants indicated
how oten they experienced depletion in the last two weeks on a ve-point scale ranging rom 1 (Never) to 5 (Always). The items were
introduced with “In the last two weeks, how oten did you experience the ollowing?” An example itemwas “I elt drained” (Cronbach's
α = 0.93).

3.1.2.5. Instigating incivility. At Time 3, we measured instigating incivility with the seven-item scale rom Bennett and Robinson
(2000) that captures the extent to which employees have acted impolitely or rudely toward their coworkers on a ve-point scale
ranging rom 1 (Never) to 5 (Always). The items were introduced with “In the last two weeks, how oten did you engage in the
ollowing?” An example item was “Acted rudely toward my coworkers” (Cronbach's α = 0.92).

Control variables
We controlled or employees' age as previous research has highlighted that with increasing age, employees may gain greater

experience that helps to deal with their workplace riends and therewith avoid potential negative consequences. In this regard, meta-
analytical research ound that with increasing age, employees experienced less inter-role confict (Ng and Feldman, 2010). Moreover,
meta-analytical evidence suggests that with increasing age, employees engage less in deviant and counterproductive work behaviors
(Mackey et al. 2021; Ng and Feldman 2008; Hall, 2011) men and women dier in their riendship expectations (in particular with
regard to communion expectations, such as sel-disclosure and intimacy), which may aect the experience o inter-role confict. In
addition, we controlled or employees' contact requency with coworkers during the last two weeks (1 = very rarely, 5 = very oten) to
preclude that the eects were caused by mere exposure to coworkers (i.e., how oten employees interact with each other at work)
rather than by workplace riendship (Fasbender et al., 2020; Fasbender & Wang, 2017).

3.1.3. Analytic strategy
To test our hypotheses, we ran structural equation modeling in Mplus 8.4 (Muthén & Muthén, 2019). In doing so, the control

variables (i.e., age, gender, and contact requency) were regressed on the mediators (i.e., inter-role confict, resource depletion) and
the outcome variable (i.e., incivility).

To test the serial indirect eects oworkplace riendships on incivility via inter-role confict and subsequent resource depletion, we
controlled or the direct eects o workplace riendships on resource depletion and incivility to limit the infation o the estimated
indirect eect (Preacher & Hayes, 2008). We ran parameter-based bootstrapping with the Monte Carlo method or deriving the
condence intervals o the indirect eects (Preacher & Selig, 2012) in R (R Core Team, 2017).

To test the moderating role oworkplace riendship sel-ecacy, we regressed the latent interaction between workplace riendship
and workplace riendship sel-ecacy on inter-role confict and tested the simple slopes at higher (+1SD) and lower (1SD) values o
the moderator (Aiken and West, 1991). Finally, we ran parameter-based bootstrapping with the Monte Carlo method to estimate the
condence interval o the resulting compound coecient and the conditional indirect eects.
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3.2. Results

3.2.1. Preliminary analysis
In Table 1, we show the means, standard deviations, and correlations o Study 1 variables. In Table 2, we display the t indices or

the conrmatory actor analyses. The hypothesized ve-actor model showed an excellent t to the data, and t better than the
alternative our-, and one-actor models. In addition, the standardized actor loadings o the items on their corresponding latent actors
ranged rom 0.60 to 0.94 and were all signicant. These results support the construct validity o the measures we used in Study 1.

3.2.2. Hypotheses testing
In Table 3, we show the coecient estimates or the hypothesized model. In Table 4, we display the estimates or hypothesized

indirect eects. Hypothesis 1a addressed the serial indirect eect o workplace riendships on incivility via inter-role confict and
subsequent resource depletion. Workplace riendships were positively related to inter-role confict (γ = 0.25, SE = 0.08, p = .001),
inter-role confict was positively related to resource depletion (γ = 0.38, SE = 0.05, p < .001), and resource depletion was positively
related to incivility (γ = 0.19, SE = 0.05, p < .001). The serial indirect eect was signicant (indirect eect = 0.018, 95 % CI [0.005,
0.037]), supporting Hypothesis 1a.

Hypothesis 2 addressed the moderating role o workplace riendship sel-ecacy on the relation o workplace riendships with
inter-role confict. We ound that workplace riendship sel-ecacy buered the positive relation o workplace riendships with inter-
role confict (γ = 0.38, SE = 0.08, p < .001). Simple slope dierence tests showed that the eect o workplace riendships was non-
signicant at higher levels oworkplace riendship sel-ecacy (simple slope= 0.05, SE= 0.09, p= .604) and positive at lower levels o
workplace riendship sel-ecacy (simple slope = 0.46, SE = 0.09, p < .001, slope dierence = 0.41, SE = 0.09, p < .001). We plotted
the interaction in Fig. 2. These ndings supported Hypothesis 2.

Hypothesis 3a addressed the moderating role oworkplace riendship sel-ecacy on the indirect relations oworkplace riendships
with incivility via inter-role confict and subsequent resource depletion. In line with Hypothesis 3a, we ound that the indirect
moderation eect was negative (compound eect = 0.03, 95 % CI [0.05, 0.01]). The indirect eect o workplace riendships on
incivility via inter-role confict and resource depletion was non-signicant at higher levels o workplace riendship sel-ecacy
(conditional indirect eect = 0.003, 95 % CI [0.01, 0.02]) and positive at lower levels o organizational riendship support (condi-
tional indirect eect = 0.03, 95 % CI [0.01, 0.06]). The dierence between the two serial indirect eects was signicant (dierence =
0.03, 95 % CI [0.05, 0.01]). Together, these ndings support Hypothesis 3a.

3.2.3. Supplementary analysis
We conduced statistical analyses to assess whether common-method variance was a concern in our data. Following the recom-

mendation o Podsako et al. (2003), we used a “marker” variable (i.e., organizational riendship support; 6-item scale, Cronbach's α =
0.85; adapted rom Nielsen et al., 2000) in our model and regressed it on all study variables (including predictor, mediator, and
outcome variables) to partial out the marker as a surrogate or method variance. The results indicate that our ndings are robust
regardless o whether we included or excluded the marker variable in the model, which greatly reduces the concern or common-
method variance.

Further, we tested whether the investigated relations are robust by estimating our hypothesized model with and without age,
gender, and contact requency as our control variables (Bernerth & Aguinis, 2016). We ound that the pattern o the estimated direct
and indirect eects remained the same regardless o whether we ran the model with or without control variables, which urther
strengthens the robustness o the ndings.

3.3. Discussion o Study 1 fndings

In Study 1, we ound that workplace riendships were related to instigated incivility at work via inter-role confict and resource
depletion. In addition, our ndings showed that workplace riendship sel-ecacy buered the detrimental eects o workplace
riendships on inter-role confict and mitigated the downstream consequences on incivility. While the results o Study 1 are interesting,
there are shortcomings. We captured workplace riendships as a general phenomenon and did not delineate the target o incivility. We

Table 1
Study 1. Means, standard deviations, and correlations o study variables.
Variable M SD 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

1. Age 49.54 11.24 –         
2. Gender (1 = emale) 0.40 0.49 0.06 –        
3. Contact requency 4.43 0.74 0.08 0.04 –       
4. Workplace riendships 3.37 0.89 0.03 0.03 0.28 (0.90)
5. Workplace riendship sel-ecacy 4.05 0.65 0.15 –0.02 0.21 0.48 (0.88)
6. Inter-role confict 2.02 0.89 ¡0.20 –0.01 0.05 0.07 –0.16 (0.94)
7. Resource depletion 2.52 0.96 ¡0.24 0.16 0.01 –0.03 ¡0.14 0.41 (0.93)
8. Incivility 1.33 0.62 ¡0.14 –0.13 0.07 0.09 0.03 0.28 0.30 (0.92)

Note. N = 451. Reliabilities (Cronbach's alpha) are shown in parentheses on the diagonal. Signicant coecients are highlighted in bold.
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Table 2
Study 1. Conrmatory actor analysis t indices or measurement model.
Model χ2 d Δχ2 (Δd) p-value Δχ2 (Δd) CFI RMSEA SRMR

Five-actor model 710.560 314 – –  0.960 0.053 0.044
Four-actor modela 1440.828 318 730.268 (4) <0.001 0.86 0.088 0.075
Four-actor modelb 2394.722 318 1684.162 (4) <0.001 0.790 0.120 0.105
One-actor model 7187.791 324 6477.231 (10) <0.001 0.306 0.217 0.232

Note. N = 451. Dierence o chi-square values (Δχ2) was estimated to compare to the seven-actor model. CFI = Conrmatory Fit Index, RMSEA =
Root Mean Square Error o Approximation, SRMR = Standardized Root Mean Square Residual.
a Workplace riendships and workplace riendship sel-ecacy on one actor.
b Inter-role confict and resource depletion on one actor.

Table 3
Study 1. Results o structural equation modeling including control variables.

Inter-role confict

Coe SE p-value

Age ¡0.014 0.004 0.001
Gender (1 = emale) 0.040 0.089 0.653
Contact requency 0.072 0.058 0.218
Workplace riendships (A) 0.251 0.078 0.001
Workplace riendship sel-ecacy (B) ¡0.542 0.104 <0.001
Interaction (A × B) ¡0.380 0.081 <0.001
R2 0.137 0.036 <0.001

Resource depletion

Coe SE p-value

Age ¡0.012 0.004 0.001
Gender (1 = emale) 0.277 0.080 0.001
Contact requency 0.003 0.060 0.985
Workplace riendships 0.069 0.075 0.354
Workplace riendship sel-ecacy 0.042 0.110 0.703
Inter-role confict 0.380 0.052 <0.001
R2 0.236 0.038 <0.001

Incivility

Coe SE p-value

Age 0.002 0.003 0.442
Gender (1 = emale) ¡0.194 0.058 0.001
Contact requency 0.011 0.034 0.738
Workplace riendships 0.089 0.052 0.088
Workplace riendship sel-ecacy 0.050 0.080 0.088
Inter-role confict 0.082 0.037 0.025
Resource depletion 0.186 0.052 <0.001
R2 0.157 0.031 <0.001

Note. N = 451. Coe = unstandardized coecient, SE = standard error o unstandardized coecient. Signicant coecients are high-
lighted in bold.

Table 4
Study 1. Indirect eects and conditional indirect eects o workplace riendships on incivility.

Indirect Eects

Coe CI LL CI UL

Workplace riendships → inter-role confict → resource depletion → incivility 0.018 0.005 0.037
At higher (+1SD) workplace riendship sel-ecacy 0.003 0.009 0.018
At lower (1SD) workplace riendship sel-ecacy 0.032 0.012 0.060
Dierence between higher and lower levels o workplace riendship sel-ecacy ¡0.029 0.054 0.011
Index o moderated mediation (compound eect) ¡0.027 0.051 0.010

Note. N = 451. Coe = unstandardized coecient, CI LL = lower level o bias-corrected 95 % condence interval, CI UL = upper level o bias-
corrected 95 % condence interval. Signicant coecients are highlighted in bold.
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thus conducted a second study to provide more specicity by asking participants to report about their relationship and experiences
with one particular (randomly chosen) coworker and provide data on incivility toward that ocal person and toward other coworkers.

4. Study 2

4.1. Method

4.1.1. Sample and procedure
As in Study 1, we collected the data in collaboration with a certied data collection organization (i.e., Respondi) in 2022. This time,

we asked employees about their relationship to one particular coworker. To reduce the possibility o selection eects (see recom-
mendations o Fasbender& Drury, 2022), we asked employees to provide names o three coworkers with whom they regularly interact
at work. We then randomly selected one o these three coworkers to be the ocal person. We programmed the survey in a way that the
ocal person's name was included in the respected items. Please nd the ull instruction in the appendix.

Again, employees working in dierent industries and organizations in the United Kingdom (UK) were contacted via email i they
were at least 18 years old and employed or a minimum o 20 h per week. Each participant was asked to ll out three online ques-
tionnaires with a time lag o two weeks in between as in Study 1. At Time 1, 757 participants responded to the survey. We excluded 41
participants because they did not provide names o three coworkers or they provided names that did not make sense (e.g., provided
only initials). O all participants, we thereore invited 716 to take part in the ollow-up surveys, owhich 573 also participated at Time
2 (dropout rate = 20.0 %), and 499 at Time 3 (dropout rate = 12.9 %). We thereore had 499 participants in our nal sample. Par-
ticipants worked in diverse industries, most represented industries were health care and social work (13.4 %), the public sector (12.0
%), and education (11.8 %). On average, participants worked 37.85 h per week (SD= 8.82). The average age o participants was 45.73
years (SD = 10.93). O all participants, 43.1 % were women.

As in Study 1, we investigated potential attrition eects by entering all variables at Time 1 in a multiple logistic regression analysis
predicting the probability o being included in the nal sample (Goodman& Blum, 1996). The results o the multiple logistic regression
analysis showed no signicant dierences in any o the included variables, indicating that non-random sampling was not present in the
data at hand.

4.1.2. Measures
Unless indicated elsewise, we asked participants to respond on a ve-point Likert scale ranging between 1 (Strongly disagree) and 5

(Strongly agree).

4.1.2.1. Friendship closeness. At Time 1, we measured riendship closeness using the 1-item measure by Bridge and Baxter (1992). We
used riendship closeness to account or the specic relationship to one particular person. The item was introduced with “Refecting
about the relationship with [placeholder, e.g., Lisa]…”, ollowed by the item “How would you describe your relationship with
[placeholder, e.g., Lisa]?”. The scale ranged rom 1 (Just colleagues) to 5 (Best riends).

4.1.2.2. Workplace riendship sel-efcacy. At Time 1, we measured workplace riendship sel-ecacy with the same scale as in Study 1

Fig. 2. Workplace riendship sel-ecacy moderates the relation between workplace riendships and inter-role confict.
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(Cronbach's α = 0.89).

4.1.2.3. Inter-role conict. At Time 1, we measured inter-role confict with the scale used in Study 1.1 We adapted the scale by adding
the ocal person to the item. An example item was “Socializing with [placeholder, e.g., Lisa] interered with my responsibilities at
work” (Cronbach's α = 0.94).

4.1.2.4. Resource depletion. At Time 2, we measured resource depletion with the same scale as in Study 1 (Cronbach's α = 0.94).

4.1.2.5. Instigating incivility. At Time 3, we measured instigating incivility with the 4-item scale adapted rom Rosen et al. (2016). We
adapted the scale to capture incivility toward the ocal person vs. uninvolved others. The items were introduced with “In the last two
weeks…” An example item or incivility toward ocal person was “I put [placeholder, e.g., Lisa] down or acted condescending toward
him/her” (Cronbach's α = 0.91), and an example item or incivility toward uninvolved others was “I put my coworkers (other than
[placeholder, e.g., Lisa]) down or acted condescending toward them?” (Cronbach's α = 0.92).

4.1.2.6. Control variables. We controlled or employees' age, gender, and contact requency with coworkers as in Study 1. In addition,
we controlled or trait negative aect to rule out the possibility that the hypothesized negative eects o riendship closeness were
caused by the mere negative aectivity. We measured negative aect using the short PANAS (Mackinnon et al., 1999; Watson et al.,
1988) with ve items (e.g., “upset”; α = 0.93).

4.2. Results

We ollowed the same analytical strategy as in Study 1.

4.2.1. Preliminary analysis
In Table 5, we show the means, standard deviations, and correlations o Study 2 variables. In Table 6, we display the t indices or

the conrmatory actor analyses. The hypothesized ve-actor model showed again an excellent t to the data and the t was better
than or the alternative models. The standardized actor loadings o the items on their corresponding latent actors ranged rom 0.75 to
0.92 and were all signicant. These results support the construct validity o the measures we used in Study 2.

4.2.2. Hypotheses testing
In Table 7, we show the coecient estimates or the hypothesized model. In Table 8, we display the estimates or indirect eects.

Hypotheses 1b and 1c addressed the serial indirect eect o riendship closeness on incivility toward the ocal coworker vs. other
coworkers via role confict and resource depletion. Friendship closeness positively related to inter-role confict (γ = 0.13, SE = 0.05, p
= .014). We also ound a positive eect o inter-role confict (γ = 0.17, SE = 0.05, p = .001) on resource depletion.

With regard to incivility toward the ocal coworker, we ound that the eect o resource depletion was not signicant (γ = 0.04, SE
= 0.05, p = .382). The indirect eect o riendship closeness on incivility toward the ocal person via inter-role confict and resource
depletion was also not signicant (indirect eect = 0.001, 95 % CI [0.001, 0.003]). Hypothesis 1b was thereore not supported.

With regard to incivility toward the other coworkers, we ound a positive eect o resource depletion (γ = 0.15, SE = 0.06, p =
.009). Furthermore, we ound a signicant indirect eect o riendship closeness on incivility toward other coworkers via inter-role
confict and resource depletion (indirect eect = 0.003, 95 % CI [0.001, 0.006]), supporting Hypothesis 1c.

Hypotheses 2 and 3 addressed the moderating role oworkplace riendship sel-ecacy on the relation o riendship closeness with
inter-role confict, and its indirect eects on incivility. The moderation eect o workplace riendship sel-ecacy was however not
signicant (γ = 0.003, SE = 0.12, p = .978). Hypotheses 2 and 3 could thereore not be supported in Study 2.

4.2.3. Supplementary analysis
As in Study 1, we conduced supplementary analyses to ensure the robustness o our ndings. Again, assessed whether common-

method variance was a concern using a marker variable (i.e., organizational riendship support, measured as in Study 1, Cron-
bach's α = 0.87) in our model and regressed it on all study variables (including predictor, mediator, and outcome variables) to partial
out method variance. The analysis showed that our ndings are comparable regardless owhether we included or excluded the marker
variable in the model, which lowers the concern or common-method variance.

Moreover, we tested whether the investigated relations are robust by estimating our hypothesized model with and without age,
gender, contact requency, and negative aect as our control variables. While most o the estimated direct and indirect eects
remained the same, we ound that the indirect eect o riendship closeness on incivility toward the ocal coworker was signicant in
the hypothesized direction i we ran the model without control variables (which provides some support or Hypothesis 1b).

1 Additionally, we collected data using the dual-role tensions scale o Bridge and Baxter (1992) in Study 2, which however showed deciencies in
its psychometric qualities. Nevertheless, its scale score's correlational patterns were similar to those o the inter-role confict measure, providing
urther evidence or the robustness o our ndings.
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4.3. Discussion o Study 2 fndings

In Study 2, we partly replicated and extended the ndings rom Study 1 by showing that workplace riendships were indirectly
related to incivility via inter-role confict and subsequent resource depletion. Moreover, we were able to disentangle the target o
incivility. We ound that workplace riendships were indirectly linked to incivility toward other coworkers, but not to incivility toward
workplace riends. However, we were unable to replicate the moderating eect o workplace riendship sel-ecacy.

5. General discussion

With this research, we aimed at understanding the risks and side eects o workplace riendships or coworkers. Using the dia-
lectical perspective o workplace riendships in combination with a sel-regulatory perspective, we examined through which mech-
anisms workplace riendships can lead to low-intensity deviant behavior directed toward others at work and how employees can
mitigate these risks and side eects. Across two studies, we ound that workplace riendships were not correlated to instigated incivility
but were indirectly linked to instigated incivility through inter-role confict and subsequent resource depletion. Specically, we ound
that workplace riendships led to instigated incivility toward coworkers, especially other coworkers rather than workplace riends,
because employees experienced inter-role confict and subsequent resource depletion. Further, we ound evidence in one o the studies
that employees' workplace riendship sel-ecacy buered these risks and side eects o workplace riendships.

5.1. Theoretical and practical implications

The ndings o our study have implications or theorizing on workplace riendships, role conficts, and workplace incivility. First,
we extend the nomological network o the outcomes oworkplace riendships by depicting its possible eects on low-intensity deviant
behavior toward coworkers. This broadens current theorizing on the possible downsides o workplace riendships, which have been
situated at the level o the ocal individual, the group, and the organization (Pillemer & Rothbard, 2018). With our research, we add
coworkers at the interpersonal level to the list o targets that might experience negative consequences. This is relevant because
empirical studies so ar ocused on the potentially detrimental eects oworkplace riendships or the ocal employee. Accordingly, the
seemingly incompatible instrumental and socioemotional demands o the roles as “employee” and “riend” can lead to reduced task
perormance (Methot et al., 2016). Hommelho (2019) started to extend this ocus on the ocal employee with a critical incident study
by showing that workplace riendships can oster interpersonal conficts between workplace riends. We complement this research by
showing that workplace riendships can aect coworkers negatively in terms o incivility instigated toward them. More importantly,

Table 5
Study 2. Means, standard deviations, and correlations o study variables.
Variable M SD 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

1. 1. Age 45.73 10.93 –           
2. 2. Gender (1 = emale) 0.43 0.50 ¡0.28 –          
3. 3. Contact requency 3.83 1.14 0.03 0.04 –         
4. 4. Negative aect 1.98 0.93 ¡0.18 0.13 ¡0.11 (0.93)
5. 5. Friendship closeness 2.88 0.90 0.01 –0.09 0.41 0.08 –       
6. 6. Workplace riendship sel-
ecacy

4.23 0.60 0.05 –0.03 0.19 ¡0.34 0.30 (0.89)

7. 7. Inter-role confict 1.71 0.89 ¡0.15 –0.06 0.09 0.19 0.11 –0.21 (0.94)
8. 8. Resource depletion 2.58 1.02 ¡0.24 0.18 –0.02 0.57 –0.07 ¡0.20 0.25 (0.94)
9. 9. Incivility toward ocal
coworker

1.55 0.76 ¡0.13 –0.06 0.02 0.27 –0.04 ¡0.32 0.46 0.28 (0.91)

10. 10. Incivility toward other
coworkers

1.60 0.82 ¡0.16 –0.08 0.05 0.24 0.02 ¡0.23 0.40 0.30 0.62 (0.92)

Note. N = 499. Reliabilities (Cronbach's alpha) are shown in parentheses on the diagonal. Signicant coecients are highlighted in bold.

Table 6
Study 2. Conrmatory actor analysis t indices or measurement model.
Model χ2 d Δχ2 (Δd) p-value Δχ2 (Δd) CFI RMSEA SRMR

Five-actor model 573.269 199 – –  0.960 0.061 0.031
Four-actor modela 1346.951 203 773.682 (4) <0.001 0.878 0.106 0.055
Four-actor modelb 2823.095 203 2249.826 (4) <0.001 0.721 0.161 0.142
One-actor model 6004.921 209 5431.652 (10) <0.001 0.382 0.236 0.177

Note. N = 499. Dierence o chi-square values (Δχ2) was estimated to compare to the seven-actor model. CFI = Conrmatory Fit Index, RMSEA =
Root Mean Square Error o Approximation, SRMR = Standardized Root Mean Square Residual.
a Incivility toward ocal coworker and incivility toward other coworkers on one actor.
b Inter-role confict and resource depletion on one actor.
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we provide nuance by demonstrating that uninvolved coworkers rather than workplace riends o the ocal employees are likely to be
the targets o incivility. This contributes to a more comprehensive portrait o the risks and side eects o workplace riendships.

Second, we speciy one process through which workplace riendships are linked to incivility by showing that inter-role confict and
subsequent resource depletion explain how positive workplace relationships can acilitate negative work behavior. Our ndings
contribute to our understanding o how negative eects o workplace riendships maniest. Prior research argued that negative eects
o workplace riendships or ocal employees can be explained by perceived threats to one's sel-concept (Ingram & Zou, 2008),
distraction rom instrumental goals (Pillemer & Rothbard, 2018), and exhaustion (Methot et al., 2016). Methot et al. (2016) called or
researchers to add precision to the analysis omediating mechanisms and speciy the “diculty” inherent in reconciling the demands
o “employee” and “riend” roles at work. Utilizing the dialectical perspective on workplace riendships (Bridge & Baxter, 1992)
enabled us to conceptualize the specic nature o the inter-role confict triggered by workplace riendships. Further, integrating the

Table 7
Study 2. Results o structural equation modeling including control variables.

Inter-role confict

Coe SE p-value

Age ¡0.011 0.004 0.003
Gender (1 = emale) ¡0.182 0.077 0.017
Contact requency 0.064 0.030 0.034
Negative aect 0.121 0.058 0.040
Friendship closeness (A) 0.134 0.054 0.014
Workplace riendship sel-ecacy (B) ¡0.401 0.098 <0.001
Interaction (A × B) 0.003 0.120 0.978
R2 0.149 0.038 <0.001

Resource depletion

Coe SE p-value

Age ¡0.010 0.003 0.004
Gender (1 = emale) 0.164 0.072 0.023
Contact requency 0.036 0.033 0.268
Negative aect 0.544 0.051 <0.001
Friendship closeness 0.071 0.042 0.090
Workplace riendship sel-ecacy 0.100 0.084 0.233
Inter-role confict 0.166 0.052 0.001
R2 0.384 0.040 <0.001

Incivility toward ocal coworker Incivility toward other coworkers

Coe SE p-value Coe SE p-value

Age 0.005 0.003 0.088 ¡0.007 0.003 0.023
Gender (1 = emale) 0.130 0.063 0.038 ¡0.210 0.074 0.004
Contact requency 0.002 0.032 0.961 0.028 0.026 0.279
Negative aect 0.073 0.053 0.168 0.034 0.057 0.165
Friendship closeness 0.017 0.036 0.640 0.018 0.038 0.640
Workplace riendship sel-ecacy ¡0.306 0.078 <0.000 ¡0.230 0.099 0.020
Inter-role confict 0.330 0.057 <0.000 0.277 0.061 <0.000
Resource depletion 0.042 0.048 0.382 0.154 0.059 0.009
R2 0.328 0.040 <0.001 0.272 0.052 <0.001

Note. N = 499. Coe = unstandardized coecient, SE = standard error o unstandardized coecient. Signicant coecients are high-
lighted in bold.

Table 8
Study 2. Indirect eects o riendship closeness on incivility toward ocal coworker and other coworkers.

Indirect Eects

Coe CI LL CI UL

Friendship closeness → inter-role confict → incivility toward ocal coworker 0.044 0.022 0.071
Friendship closeness → inter-role confict → resource depletion → incivility toward ocal coworker 0.001 0.001 0.003
Friendship closeness → inter-role confict → incivility toward other coworkers 0.037 0.017 0.062
Friendship closeness → inter-role confict → resource depletion → incivility toward other coworkers 0.003 0.001 0.006

Note. N = 499. Coe = unstandardized coecient, CI LL = lower level o bias-corrected 95 % condence interval, CI UL = upper level o bias-
corrected 95 % condence interval. Signicant coecients are highlighted in bold.
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dialectical perspective on workplace riendships (Bridge & Baxter, 1992) with a sel-regulatory perspective (Beal et al., 2005) enabled
us to speciy the sequential nature o the mediating process. We thus provide nuance to research on workplace riendships aiming to
understand how interpersonal work outcomes are aected.

In addition, our ndings contribute to research on role conficts more broadly. Research on role conficts has advanced our un-
derstanding o inter-role and intra-role conficts. Organizational research on inter-role conficts has examined incompatible role de-
mands between two dierent lie roles, such as “employee” and “parent”, which are situated in two dierent lie domains, such as work
and non-work. Accordingly, important insights have been generated on the nature, causes, and consequences owork-nonwork confict
(Allen et al., 2012, 2015; Reichl et al., 2014). Organizational research on intra-role conficts has examined tensions between dierent
demands or oci o the “employee” role. For example, researchers examined how employees navigate simultaneous and potentially
conficting demands omulti-team membership (e.g., Berger& Bruch, 2021) and the role-related tensions o trainee positions in terms
o confict between lling a position and learning (e.g., junior doctors who are both doctor and trainee; Schaueli et al., 2009). We add
to this discussion o work-related conficts by examining inter-role confict in the context o workplace riendships (i.e., confict be-
tween “employee” and “riend” role). In doing so, we integrate the work and nonwork domains by examining a typically private or
nonwork-related role o being a “riend” (Bridge & Baxter, 1992) in the work domain.

Third, we contribute to research on workplace incivility, by highlighting workplace riendships as an unanticipated precursor o
instigated incivility. Despite the tremendous costs and high prevalence o workplace incivility, not much is known about its ante-
cedents (Schilpzand et al., 2016). Past research has identied instigator attitudes (e.g., job satisaction, Blau & Andersson, 2005),
instigator characteristics (e.g., trait anger, Meier & Semmer, 2013 or machiavellianism, Lata & Chaudhary, 2020), and situational
antecedents (e.g., job demands, van Jaarsveld et al., 2010) o incivility. We contribute to this research stream on antecedents o
incivility by adding a relational perspective. A better understanding o relational antecedents, such as workplace riendships, matters
because even when workplace riendships come with benets or employees, i they potentially harm others through higher levels o
incivility toward involved or non-involved coworkers, it is relevant to know to “develop policies and interventions to diminish the
prevalence o workplace incivility” (Schilpzand et al., 2016, p. 82).

In this regard, we urther advance the literature by introducing workplace riendship sel-ecacy as a moderator o the risks and
side eects oworkplace riendships. Systematically exploring the boundary conditions is relevant because it helps to urther rene our
understanding o workplace riendships and identiy ways o reducing its unwanted consequences on incivility. Previous research has
ocused on job characteristics (e.g., task interdependence; Zhang et al., 2021) and riendship characteristics (e.g., riendship maturity;
Pillemer & Rothbard, 2018), thereby overlooking individual characteristics. We contribute to this literature by investigating work-
place riendship sel-ecacy as an individual-level moderator that buers the negative consequences o workplace riendships. By
demonstrating that workplace riendship sel-ecacy helps employees to navigate their role as workplace riend more eectively in
Study 1, we add an agentic lens to the research on boundary conditions o detrimental outcomes o workplace riendships. However,
we were unable to replicate this moderation eect in Study 2, potentially due to range restriction in the moderator variable (i.e., the
mean was 4.23, and the standard deviation was 0.60 on a scale ranging rom 1 to 5) or due to the dyadic nature o workplace
riendships that might require both employees involved in the riendship to be highly sel-ecacious (three-way-interaction).

Finally, our ndings also oer some practical implications that can help employees and organizations to eectively manage
workplace riendships. As a starting point, employees need to be aware that, while workplace riendships have several benets and can
enrich our work lie in important ways, they are not without risks and side eects. Employees need to acknowledge the downsides o
workplace riendships to be able to manage their social relationships at work more eectively. To do so, it might be important to set
expectations about proessional interactions with workplace riends. For example, establishing that challenging each other in meetings
is part o one's proessional role can alleviate concerns about hurting the eelings o a workplace riend. In addition, setting expec-
tations around the boundaries o one's availability to workplace riends can be important to protect time during the day to get work
done. Scheduling dedicated times, such as lunch or coee breaks, might be more eective than having to navigate requent in-
terruptions by workplace riends throughout the workday.

5.2. Limitations and directions or uture research

Despite its theoretical and practical contributions, our study has several limitations that need to be considered when interpreting
the results. One limitation is its correlational design, which prevents us rom drawing conclusions about causality and examining
developments over time. We used time-lagged data across three waves to test our hypotheses, which allows us to be more condent in
testing predicted relations as compared to existing research on workplace riendships that is oten based on either cross-sectional (e.g.,
Helmy et al., 2020; Hsu et al., 2019; Methot et al., 2016; Sias et al., 2020) or qualitative (e.g., Hommelho, 2019; Sias & Cahill, 1998)
data (c. Wang et al., 2017). To clariy causality, uture research should use (quasi-) experimental designs in which the salience o
workplace riendships is manipulated. In addition, uture studies may use cross-lagged panel designs measuring the variables at several
time points to not only explore potential reverse causality, but also to understand how the relations between workplace riendships,
role confict, resource depletion, and deviant behavior may vary over time.

A second limitation reers to the act that we measured all study variables via sel-reported online questionnaires, which could raise
concerns or common-method bias. To counteract the potential o common-method bias, we temporally separated our measures across
three waves with two weeks in between each wave, because the temporal separation is thought to alleviate systematic error variance
and thereore increase condence in the empirical results (Podsako et al., 2003). Furthermore, our model involves a moderator (i.e.,
workplace riendship sel-ecacy), the testing owhich has been shown to be less prone to common method bias (Chang et al., 2010).
Moreover, we ran statistical analyses (i.e., using a marker variable; Podsako et al., 2003) to test whether common-method variance
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was a concern in our data and ound that in both studies, the ndings are robust regardless o whether a marker variable was included
or not, which urther reduces the concern or common-method variance. Nevertheless, we encourage uture research to collect data
rom dierent sources than the sel, such as data rom coworkers to capture workplace riendships and deviant behavior directed
toward others.

A third limitation reers to the generalizability o the results as the data we collected is rom employees in the UK only. Future
research thus needs to examine whether our ndings generalize to dierent countries and cultures. It would be interesting to explore
workplace riendships in other cultures because its conceptualization diers according to cultural norms (Hommelho, 2019). For
example, a study commissioned by Snapchat ound that the number o best riends dramatically varies between countries. In Saudi
Arabia, people were ound to have an average o 6.6 best riends, whereas in the UK, people reported only having an average o 2.6 best
riends (Snap Inc, 2019). Even the term riend is used dierently between countries. Whereas in the UK, the terms mate and riend are
used, in the US, they just say “riend” and typically make more subtle distinctions to dierentiate a riend rom a riendly relation
(Fischer, 1982). Future research thereore ought to investigate potential cross-cultural dierences regarding the detrimental conse-
quences o workplace riendships.

The present research also leaves certain questions unanswered, which points to areas or uture research. As such, uture research
may ocus on detrimental outcomes and ways to overcome these. It would be worth studying intentional behaviors, such as knowledge
or inormation hiding. In this regard, it may be interesting to uncover urther mechanisms apart rom sel-regulatory ailure resulting
rom the experiences o inter-role confict and resource depletion to understand how dialectical tensions oster or hinder intentional
behaviors toward workplace riends versus other uninvolved coworkers. In their seminal work, Bridge and Baxter (1992) reer to the
tension resulting rom impartiality versus avoritism, and it would be interesting to see whether avoritism results in preerential
treatment o workplace riends as opposed to unintended side eects due to sel-regulatory ailure. Understanding the potentially
detrimental outcomes o workplace riendships, however, also comes with a responsibility to identiy ways to overcome these. In this
regard, it is thereore o utmost importance to explore urther boundary conditions including organizational variables, such as
organizational support or guidance in dealing with riendship at work, that can buer the unwanted risks and side eects oworkplace
riendship.

Another direction or uture research may be to uncover the mutual compared to the unilateral experiences o workplace
riendships and its downstream consequences. In this regard, it may be interesting to assess the agreement or disagreement o two
colleagues about their riendship and whether this (dis)agreement may pose additional challenges. In a unilateral (i.e., one-sided or
non-reciprocated) riendship, it is likely that the time and eort needed to sustain the riendship tends to all on one person, which
could urther intensiy the sel-regulatory costs or that person, while its socioemotional benets may all short (Lodder et al., 2017).
Reciprocity or mutual agreement in the workplace riendship may thus be a critical actor that uture research can shed light on to
understand its risks and side eects more ully. In this regard, social network analysis using multiple regression quadratic assignment
procedure (MRQAP; see or example Krackhardt & Kildu, 1999) and dyadic analysis based on actor-partner interdependence
modeling (APIM; see or example Lodder et al., 2017; Reindl et al., 2018) can help to study the bi-directional processes o workplace
riendships.

Finally, we ocused on the dark side o workplace riendships, thereby omitting positive mechanisms that connect workplace
riendships to deviant behavior. It is conceivable that workplace riendships also lead to less deviant behavior via positive mechanisms,
such as trust, sense o belonging, or empathic concern. Empirical research has yet to integrate the insights on the positive and negative
mechanisms o workplace riendships or a wider variety o outcomes. Methot et al. (2016) examined the double-edged nature o
workplace riendships or employees' task perormance via maintenance diculty and trust. Overall, they ound that the indirect eect
o workplace riendships on task perormance was positive but non-signicant. Future research can build on their insights and urther
examine the double-edged nature o workplace riendships by testing both negative and positive mechanisms to understand the total
indirect eect (i.e., the sum o the positive and negative indirect eects; Preacher&Hayes, 2008). In doing so, researchers may expand
their ocus on task perormance to include indicators o employee well-being and other-oriented behavior (e.g., deviant or prosocial
behaviors). Such an analysis would enable a more detailed understanding o the magnitude o positive relative to negative conse-
quences o workplace riendships.

6. Conclusion

With this paper, we highlight that workplace riendship is not an exclusively positive phenomenon. In line with previous theorizing
(Methot et al., 2016; Pillemer & Rothbard, 2018), we revealed that employees with workplace riendships are torn between socio-
emotional and instrumental demands, which leads them to experience inter-role confict and subsequent resource depletion that in
turn explain deviant behavior toward coworkers. Furthermore, we shed light on workplace riendship sel-ecacy as an important
individual characteristic that can buer the detrimental consequences o workplace riendships, thus enabling employees to suc-
cessully manage their close personal relationships at work.
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Appendix A. Study 1 measures

Workplace riendships: 6 items (Nielsen et al., 2000).
Refecting about the relationship with your colleagues…  

1. I have ormed a strong riendship with my colleagues.
2. I socialize with my colleagues outside o the workplace.
3. I can conde in my colleagues.
4. I eel I can trust my colleagues a great deal.
5. Being able to see my colleagues is one reason why I look orward to my job.
6. I eel that my colleagues are true riends.

Workplace riendship sel-ecacy: 4 items (adapted rom Judge et al. 1998).
At work…  

1. I am able to manage workplace riendships.
2. I can trust my ability to handle personal relationships.
3. I have the experiences needed to deal with interpersonal issues.
4. I am condent in managing relationships with others.

Inter-role confict: 5 items (adapted rom Netemeyer et al., 1996).
In the last two weeks…  

1. I had to put o doing things at work because I listened to my colleagues' problems and concerns.
2. The personal demands o my colleagues interered with job-related duties.
3. Things I wanted to do at work didn't get done because o I supported my colleagues on personal issues.
4. Socializing with my colleagues interered with my responsibilities at work.
5. The time I spent engaging in personal conversations with my colleagues put me behind at work.

Resource depletion: 5 items (Lanaj et al., 2014).
In the last two weeks, how oten did you experience the ollowing?

1. I elt drained.
2. My mind elt unocused.
3. It was hard to concentrate on something.
4. My mental energy was running low.
5. I elt like my willpower was gone.

Instigating incivility: 7 items (Bennett & Robinson, 2000).
In the last two weeks, how oten did you engage in the ollowing?

1. I made un o my colleagues.
2. I said something hurtul to my colleagues.
3. I made an ethnic, religious, or racial remark about my colleagues.
4. I cursed at my colleagues.
5. I played a mean prank on my colleagues.
6. I acted rudely toward my colleagues.
7. I publicly embarrassed my colleagues.

Organizational riendship support: 6 items (adapted rom Nielsen et al., 2000).
In this organization… 
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1. Close relationships between colleagues are encouraged.
2. There are opportunities to get to know colleagues outside the ormal work setting.
3. Communication among employees is encouraged.
4. Inormal talk is tolerated as long as the work is completed.
5. Inormal conversations and visits are supported.
6. Workplace riendships are encouraged.

Appendix B. Study 2 instruction and measures

Randomized selection o a colleague
Participants were presented the ollowing instruction:
In this survey, we would like to understand your work relationship to your colleagues better. In the ollowing, we will ask you to

provide three names o your colleagues that you regularly interact with. With regular interaction, we mean that you are in touch with
them on a day-to-day basis. Based on the three names that you provide, we will randomly select one o your colleagues and ask you to
respond to your relationship with that particular colleague. Note: Your colleague will not see any o your answers; the data is ully
anonymous and condentially stored.

Please provide three names o colleagues that you regularly interact with at work (example: Colleague 1: Paul, Colleague 2: Lisa,
Colleague 3: Mike).

Colleague 1:
Colleague 2:
Colleague 3:
Friendship closeness: 1 item (Bridge & Baxter, 1992).
Refecting about the relationship with [placeholder, e.g., Lisa]… 
How would you describe your relationship with [placeholder, e.g., Lisa]?
[scale ranged rom 1 (Just colleagues) to 5 (Best riends)].
Workplace riendship sel-ecacy: 4 items (adapted rom Judge et al. 1998)
At work…  

1. I am able to manage workplace riendships.
2. I can trust my ability to handle personal relationships.
3. I have the experiences needed to deal with interpersonal issues.
4. I am condent in managing relationships with others.

Inter-role confict: 5 items (adapted rom Netemeyer et al., 1996).
In the last two weeks…  

1. I had to put o doing things at work because I listened to [placeholder, e.g., Lisa]'s problems and concerns.
2. The personal demands o [placeholder, e.g., Lisa] interered with job-related duties.
3. Things I wanted to do at work didn't get done because o I supported [placeholder, e.g., Lisa] on personal issues.
4. Socializing with [placeholder, e.g., Lisa] interered with my responsibilities at work.
5. The time I spent engaging in personal conversations with [placeholder, e.g., Lisa] put me behind at work.

Resource depletion: 5 items (Lanaj et al., 2014).
In the last two weeks, how oten did you experience the ollowing?

1. I elt drained.
2. My mind elt unocused.
3. It was hard to concentrate on something.
4. My mental energy was running low.
5. I elt like my willpower was gone.

Incivility toward ocal coworker: 4 items (adapted rom Rosen et al., 2016).
In the last two weeks…  

1. I put [placeholder, e.g., Lisa] down or acted condescending toward him/her.
2. I paid little attention to [placeholder, e.g., Lisa]'s statements or showed little interest in his/her opinion.
3. I ignored or excluded [placeholder, e.g., Lisa] rom proessional camaraderie.
4. I doubted [placeholder, e.g., Lisa]'s judgment on a matter over which he/she has responsibility.

Incivility toward other coworkers: 4 items (adapted rom Rosen et al., 2016).
In the last two weeks… 
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1. I put my coworkers (other than [placeholder, e.g., Lisa]) down or acted condescending toward them.
2. I paid little attention to my coworkers (other than [placeholder, e.g., Lisa]) statements or showed little interest in their opinion.
3. I ignored or excluded my coworkers (other than [placeholder, e.g., Lisa]) rom proessional camaraderie.
4. I doubted my coworkers (other than [placeholder, e.g., Lisa]) judgment on a matter over which they have responsibility.

Organizational riendship support: 6 items (adapted rom Nielsen et al., 2000).
In this organization…  

1. Close relationships between colleagues are encouraged.
2. There are opportunities to get to know colleagues outside the ormal work setting.
3. Communication among employees is encouraged.
4. Inormal talk is tolerated as long as the work is completed.
5. Inormal conversations and visits are supported.
6. Workplace riendships are encouraged.
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